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Manage your projects with Abassis Work Desktop 
Create your personal budget with Abassis Finance 

Manager 
 
 

Screenshots from Abassis Finance Manager 
 

 
Screenshot 1 – Wizard 

Wizard to help you start using the program, where simple steps help you setup your accounts, main 
sources of income and periodical expenses. 
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Screenshot 2 - Categories of Expenses 

Abassis Finance Manager comes preloaded with dozens of categories of the most common expenses, 
allowing you to customize it and create your own types of expenses. 
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Screenshot 3 - Main Window 

The main window has everything you need to manage your finances daily. What are the due dates of 
each expense, which bill are paid, and how much will be left in your accounts after all the expenses 
are paid. 
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Screenshot 4 - Expense Properties 

Abassis Finance Manager controls each expense, with its due dade, which account will be used to 
pay, and what is the amount of the expense, besides a comment field to annotate information related 
to the expense. 
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Screenshot 5 - Expense Payments 

Abassis Finance Manager supports expense with one or more payments - example the electricity bill, 
which is paid only once per month, and the groceries bill, which can have a new payment every week. 
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Screenshot 6 - Analysis Charts 

Charts in the form of pie and lines help you analyse your expenses evolution and distribution, which is 
the first step when trying to cut expenses. 
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Screenshot 7 - Report 

You can also print a statement of your expenses, to keep track of them when at someplace where you 
do not have access to Abassis Finance Manager. 
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Screenshots from Abassis Work Desktop 
 

 
Screenshot 1 - Documents and To Do List 

The Main window is divided on two frames. The left frame is the bigger one and shows the project 
documents on this screenshot, meanwhile the right frame shows the to do list. 
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Screenshot 2 - Planner and Address Book 

Planner with monthly view on the left frame (there are day and weekly views also) and the right frame 
shows the address book, with names and phone numbers. 
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Screenshot 3 - Address Book and Calendar 

The address book can also be shown on the left frame, where it can display more information. There 
are many fields to store information about contacts. The left frame shows the calendar. 
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Screenshot 4 - Notes and Day Planner 

The user can keep notes using font formatting and adding images, as shown on the left frame. The 
right frame shows the Day Planner, a view of the day schedule. 
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Screenshot 5 - Appearance with Themes 

Abassis Work Desktop supports themes, very similar to the ones used by Windows XP. Users can 
change the theme used on the application to better reflect their tastes or operating system settings. 
 
 
 

 
Screenshot 6 - Project Management 

It's very ease to manage projects through this simple interface, where users can add and remove 
projects, rename and change the tab position of existing ones and disable projects so their tabs won't 
be shown on the main window, while their data is kept intact. 
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